This paper presents a complex approach for the content-based text categorization of printed German business letters into pre-defined message types such as order, invoice, offer, etc. The categorization results of two competing classifiers are combined by means of a voting component embodying knowledge about the strengths and weaknesses of the classifiers. The individual classifiers differ strongly in their basic assumptions: While the first one considers layout and typographic information with respect to certain keywords the second one is a more conventional text categorization approach which merely incorporates textual features. Since this whole categorization tool is embedded into a document analysis system, a highly precise classification is essential for a subsequent goal-directed extraction of structured information aimed at the integration of the document into the current business workflow of a company.
Introduction
The automatic categorization of printed documents into pre-defined types is useful in various application domains. For example, the distribution to interested recipients as well as the subsequent processing, e.g. filtering of relevant text parts and archiving of documents, is facilitated.
In the context of the document analysis system OfficeMAID 1,2 , different kinds of incoming business letters are semi-automatically integrated into the actual business process wherefore knowledge of the actual message type is quite essential 3 . The OfficeMAID system involves distinct steps of document analysis: layout extraction, logical labeling, text recognition, and partial text analysis. Layout extraction comprises all low-level processing routines like skew angle adjustment and segmentation to compute the layout structure of a document. Afterwards, Logical labeling assigns so-called logical labels like recipient, subject, body etc. to certain layout regions of the document. Text recognition explores the captured text of logical objects. Therefore, OCR is performed for each character segment, word hypotheses are generated and validated by lexical postprocessing. Subsequently, the partial text analysis classifies the document according to existing message types and uses this information to start a more in-depth analysis for the extraction of addresses, reference data, products, the date of the letter and so on.
Finally, these pieces of data build up the initial input for the task integration which acts as a connecting link between the automatically generated information portions of document analysis and the expectations given by the surrounding busi-ness workflow.
In this way, a document is inserted into the company's database and may be retrieved later-on in conjunction with other documents belonging to the same procedure.
In this context, the main requirement a categorization tool has to meet is to deal with noisy input and word alternatives coming up with OCR. Accordingly, it should be tolerant against different kinds of recognition errors (e.g. segmentation errors, punctuation errors, or missing words) and achieve reliable results.
In order to reach this goal we developed two different approaches for the classification of a document: A font-based approach called Fontclass combines word and layout information of certain keywords as classification features and is especially suitable for entitled documents. The competitive rule-based system (Ruleclas2) employs text patterns and morphological information to capture linguistic features.
By applying a neural-net based voting component on top of the individual results we achieved major advances. In this way we present a new approach to text categorization.
The overall architecture of this system and its constructing components are shown in Figure 1 . The shaded rectangular boxes specify the major parts of the system; the non-shaded rectangular boxes show the external knowledge sources or external tools; the oval non-shaded boxes symbolize the input and output of the system.
Both of the individual classifiers gain their input out of OfficeMAID's global blackboard structure. Here, all intermediate recognition results of the system such as segmented blocks (also lines, words, or characters), logical objects, word alternatives, and the categorization results are stored. Character alternatives and layout information make up the input data for the individual classifiers. After the classifiers have provided their results as message types (classes) with confidence values, the voting component is invoked. Since this component has already assessed previous results gained on an independent training set it is now able to judge the actual situation and to output a final classification result.
The paper is organized as follows: We will start with a short overview of related work in Section 2. Afterwards, a detailed description of the two different classifier approaches is given in Section 3 and Section 4 while Section 5 describes the structure of our voting component. In Section 6, an example illustrates the behaviour of the different components. We tested our approach by performing benchmarking in the domain of OCRed business letters as shown in Section 7. The results are presented on both levels of granularity: The individual results of the single text categorizers are contrasted with the entire engine including the voting component. The paper is finished with some concluding remarks in Section 8.
Related work
During the last few years, text categorization has become an increasingly important research area. However, only a few approaches deal with categorization within the document analysis task. For instance, Lewis proposes a vector space classifier for categorizing low quality fax images which can be trained on noisy OCR input 4 . In the broader area of text categorization based on ASCII-input, statistical techniques as well as knowledge-based techniques can be distinguished. Statistical techniques employ distinct Bayesian Classifiers, latent semantic indexing 5 , discriminant analyis 6 , and nearest neighbor methods. Masand et al. 7 present a k-nearest neighbor method for classifying news stories from the Dow Jones news wire. Single words and capital word pairs are used as features which are typical for company and prod- Knowledge-based systems comprise inference rules for the classification task. The TCS system uses text patterns which contain word combinations 8 . For automatic rule acquisition, some work has already been done on decision trees 9 and decision rules 10 for text categorization. Different algorithms for the text categorization task such as syntactic phrase indexing, term clustering and a probabilistic approach are compared by Jacobs 11 . To the best of our knowledge, no work has been done (at least it has not been published) in combining the results from multiple text categorizers. Nevertheless, the basic situation differs in no way from the character or word classification domain where the combination of various results has become popular. Sometimes these methods are subsumed under the term "voting". To become familiar with "classic" voting techniques the interested reader might refer to one of the references given in Section 5.
Fontclass
As far as we know, no approaches relying on typographic features as input for the categorization task have been published yet. Since our application domain was heavily influenced by the usage of form-like business documents, the development of a mainly layout-driven categorizing component was obvious.
From a conventional text categorizing point of view, Fontclass represents a hybrid approach belonging to both knowledge-based and statistical techniques. The similarity to statistical techniques stems from the fact that a typical two-step process is invoked for categorizing. First, feature extraction on the input document is performed, and afterwards a linear classifier is used to generate ranked hypotheses for the desired target classes.
The knowledge-based part of Fontclass consists of knowledge acquisition by means of feature selection, expressing domain constraints for features and a declarative description of all of them. The feature set actually used in Fontclass comprises keywords and corresponding measures of belief (given by OCR and lexical postprocessing), fontsize, fontweight and spacing of characters.
The overall architecture of Fontclass is sketched in Figure 2 . How can one describe the main idea the Fontclass approach is relying on? It may be seen as a straightforward implementation of a model of human visual perception of form-like documents. In case of such a business document, visual clues are recognized first because the creator of such a specific form selects appropriate layout features to highlight the most important content he wants to transfer: the so-called message type. In most cases this message type itself or an extended version of this keyword (e.g. order:, ordernumber instead of pure order) is used in the document.
(1) Blackboard & Preprocessing: Keyword search is performed by matching the OCR-words of the blackboard against a pre-specified lexicon containing all indicators of the desired message types. This stage is carried out by the lexical postprocessing component described in Weigel et al. 12 . As a result, a ranked list of matching keywords including measures of belief is delivered. The corresponding font features for each of these words are extracted by computation based on basic features such as average character height and width.
(2) Knowledge-base: The declarative description of layout and keyword constraints can be easily generated and modified according to a given domain. This procedure is performed by a human expert being aware of the characteristics of the domain's document design. In our purchasing domain few modifications of the initial keyword constraints had been necessary to optimize the performance on the learning set. The specification of constraints is given in our own knowledge representation language with a LISP-like notation as shown in Figure 3 .
An automated generation of a domain-specific Fontclass specialist is performed by a compilation mechanism using the above specification and a raw C++-template (4) Drawbacks: If we assume perfect ASCII words as input, Fontclass would gain a precision rate of about 99% for the testset. This circumstance reflects pretty much the characteristics of keyword usage for message types in our specific purchasing domain. There are few documents not containing a highlighted message-type specific keyword (in our testset one reminder was missing such a keyword).
Since our approach has to deal with OCRed input, keyword recognition often fails completely because of drawbacks in the preprocessing steps. Nevertheless, the desired layout features may be present in the document. An existing highlighted lay- out word without a recognized content should therefore lead to rejection. A typical example degraded by background noise is depicted in Figure 4 .
The described phenomenon seldom occurs. If a keyword is not recognized by OCR, in most cases layout features cannot be determined since feature extraction and OCR are based on the same word segmentation step.
If this stage fails, none of the two subsequent stages is performed successfully. In Figure 5 such a segmentation failure for the indicating message type keyword is shown.
Hypotheses for "LIEFERSCHEIN" To cope with similar effects on partially recognized keywords, weights for layout features are much higher than the weighting of the measure of belief delivered by the lexical postprocessing component. In this way, a highlighted but only partially recognized keyword outperforms less highlighted keywords with high recognition measures.
Nevertheless, drawbacks in precision rate are because highlighted reference data and unrecognized keywords lead in an obvious way to misclassification.
Ruleclas2
In contrast to the Fontclass system, the Ruleclas2 system can be described as a typical text categorization tool utilizing words and combinations of words as evidences for the distinct message types. It is a re-implementation in C++ with a Fuzzy Clips kernel and further development of the former Ruleclas system which is described by Wenzel and Hoch 13 in more detail. Ruleclas2 is a rule-based approach propagating OCR scores as evidences for words and word combinations through a network of rules to determine the appropriate message type. The categorization performance is enriched by establishing text patterns to capture the word's pragmatics, i.e., the semantic context of words.
The system can be easily applied to other domains and was already tested for message type determination in technical reports and product classification in business letters.
The system's underlying concept is motivated by the following considerations:
• In the context of document analysis, one has to deal with noisy OCR texts and should be robust against segmentation errors, punctuation errors, or missing words. Word alternatives come along with recognition scores which indicate a confidence value for the correctness of the word hypothesis. Ruleclas2 uses such values to support the categorization process since well-recognized words are stronger indicators for certain message types than words with a low recognition score. By integrating an error-tolerant pattern matching component, the system can partially cope with recognition errors.
• Word-based categorization and information extraction techniques suffer from several limitations concerning, e.g., synonymy, polysemy, or local and global contexts 14 . Ruleclas2 goes beyond the word-level by considering text patterns which capture the textual content and guarantee that the meaning of a word will be identified correctly. Figure 6 illustrates the global architecture of the RULECLAS2 system also indicating its interfaces to other components.
(1) Blackboard & Preprocessing: All words which are relevant to the categorization with Ruleclas2 were previously captured in a word list by extracting the words out of the system's rulebase. This wordlist serves as input for our lexical postprocessing component 12 which matches these 'correct words' against character hypotheses in the blackboard. This allows Ruleclas2 to work with a higher input quality. It receives a list of matching keywords including confidence measures (indicating how well the word is recognized) by the lexical postprocessing component.
A morphological tool for German, called MORPHIC-Plus 15 , computes the stem of each incoming word form. Here, simple word stemming algorithms for English are not sufficient because German is a rather inflectional language. In addition, the tool copes with German umlauts, sharp-s ("ß") and decomposes compound nouns which are characteristic of the German language. After this morphological analysis, we use a stop word list and additional part-of-speech information for the elimination of function words such as articles or conjunctions.
The final output of the preprocessing step are word and stem alternatives along with spatial information (position of the word in the document) and confidence measures. These data are entered as facts in the initial fact base of the rule interpreter.
(2) Knowledge Base: Second input source for the system is its own static A text pattern is a template specifying syntactic and semantic features of word contexts. Such a pattern is formalized as a regular expression of a pattern matching language that corresponds with one or more significant words and phrases which might appear in the text. Using this formal language, text patterns are defined in a TCS-like style 8 involving arbitrary nestings of disjunction, negation, skip (up to n words) and optionality operators. For example, such phrases as 'we are pleased to quote as follows' and 'we are pleased to submit the following quotation' may be defined as a significant text pattern for a letter of type offer. Each text pattern is provided with a unique identifier.
A classifier rule is used to express dependencies between textual features and the corresponding message type. It includes several data: Each rule is provided internally with a rule number as a unique identifier. The rule condition must be satisfied to enable the firing of the rule. In our domain, a satisfied condition consists of at least one fact for which there is already some evidence. We can formulate a rule condition as conjunction or disjunction of single words, text patterns, and morphological word stems. When the rule is applied, this evidence (certainty factor of the condition) will be propagated and causes an increase of the certainty of the rule's action which represents a message type. The certainty factor of the rule is a measure indicating how strongly the condition implies the action of the rule. It is always normalized to the interval [-1 .. 1]. A negative certainty factor represents the belief that a satisfied condition is a negative evidence for the concept on the right side of the rule.
Presently, the rule base consists of 233 rules of which 63 involve text patterns. (3) Classification: The Inference Engine: The inference engine we employ is the rule-interpreter FuzzyClips 16 , an extended version of the CLIPS rule-based shell 17, 18 for representing and manipulating fuzzy or uncertain facts and rules. FuzzyClips is freely available for educational and research purposes.
At the beginning of the classification process, the rule interpreter is provided with the necessary information: The rulebase is loaded and checked for identifiers of text patterns which appear in rule conditions. These identifiers are collected and the external pattern matcher is invoked to locate appearances of these text patterns in the original text. Afterwards, located text patterns along with their recognition scores are entered as facts in the factbase. At this point, all rules and facts are inserted and the rule interpreter is started. Now, the recognition scores of single words and patterns are propagated through the rule network to provide and refine an estimate of the certainty of the different message types. At the end of the inference process, the fact base contains new facts which consist of message types in conjunction with certainty factors expressing how strong the respective message type corresponds with the actual document.
The RULECLAS2 system propagates recognition probabilities of words and text patterns through the rule network. Thus, the system needs a way to compute
• the certainty of a rule action based on the certainty of the rule condition and the rule certainty itself,
• the certainty of a fact having several evidences. In terms of predicate calculus, this corresponds to several applicable rules which all have the same rule action.
In both cases, one has to combine several evidences for exactly one hypothesis. For this combination, our approach is similar to the one of the expert system MYCIN 19 . Given a fact already entered in the fact base and a new evidence for this concept, these two values are combined according to the following formula a :
NewEvidence stands for the certainty of the fact calculated by a new rule according to the formula:
These two formulas are subjected to the following conditions:
• A new evidence should increase or decrease the certainty of the hypothesis depending on whether the evidence is a positive or a negative one.
• Certainties of facts should always be normalized to the interval [0 .. 1]. A certainty factor of 1 indicates that the system is absolutely certain about the corresponding fact. In the rare case when there are only negative evidences for a fact, the certainty of the fact is set to the value '0'. Finally, the message types along with their certainty factors are looked up in the factbase.
(4) Drawbacks: Ruleclas2 depends on OCRed input in the same way Fontclass does. Nevertheless, this approach is more robust against recognition errors since the classification process is based on more than 200 keywords and over 60 phrases. Unfortunately, we cannot give a precision rate for Ruleclas2 when dealing with ideal input as we don't have correct ASCII data available yet.
A typical problem which arises when establishing a rule-based system is the time consuming process of acquiring the rules. For Ruleclas2, this problem could partially be solved. The acquisition of 'simple' rules which have a rule condition consisting of single words was done automatically. First, we computed conditional probabilities for the words with respect to the distinct message types. Afterwards, a threshold was applied: Whenever a word occurs significantly often in certain message types, a rule is created for this word and the probability of the rule is calculated a. The original FuzzyClips Version combines the new evidence and the existing certainty factor for the fact by applying the maximum function. Since this behavior is not appropriate for our task, we slightly changed the FuzzyClips Source Code.
on the basis of the conditional probability. The text patterns were determined manually. It took less than one person day to provide such text patterns for the learning set of 91 documents. This may be explained by the fact that one is usually familiar with typical formulations in official correspondence
The Voting Component
Both approaches described above, Fontclass as well as Ruleclas2, offer individual solutions to the document categorization task. They compete with each other in that they have the same interfaces. In many situations where a shallow and fast automatic categorization is demanded, the employment of only one of them might be sufficient.
Nevertheless, if we attempt to reach a higher accuracy, both systems may be employed. Afterwards, their results should be combined in a "clever" way to obtain better results. Thus the combination component, hereafter referred to as voting component, should perform better than the best basic categorizer. To do so, the "voting component should take advantage of the strength of an individual classifier avoiding its weaknesses" 20 . This holds for every classifier combination theory although we are not considering the more popular character or word classification domain. Still all aspects of those classification domains are valid. In particular, questions of appropriate result representation and combination methods have to be answered.
The reader unfamiliar with these fundamental voting aspects might refer to one of the introductory articles [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Whenever a training set b is available, the range of applicable voting methods becomes broader. Only then is the voting component able to focus on an individual classifier's strength. This is typically achieved by "learning" classifier performance parameters (like, e.g. post-probabilites 26 ). One recent approach to learn these parameters is based on Neural Networks (NN). Lee and Srihari 27 have shown the applicability of a Neural Network to a classifier combination task. Advantages of these so called Decision Combination Neural Networks (DCNN) are the robustness to non-normalized confidence values and the drop of the classifier independence assumption. The former is essential in the case at hand where Fontclass and Ruleclas2 output a set of document categories (classes) together with confidence values. These confidence values are restricted to the interval (0,1] and higher values denote higher trust in the corresponding class/category. However, these values cannot be interpreted as probabilities nor do they rely on the same distribution function. A distinct appropriate combination method -not relying on the independence assumption -is logistic regression (c.f. Ho 20 pp. 56 ff.). In order to keep the calculation effective, we would have to drop the confidence values and combine the results on the rank level. Generally, this is no disadvantage. But in the situation at hand we discovered the confidence values as useful indicators of "classification correctness". Furthermore, logistic regression probably suffers even more from small training sets in order to estimate the odds. Because of these shortcomings we decided to employ a neural net.
Because the interpretation of the NN weights is of minor interest to us, we employ a more complex NN than the one proposed by Lee and Srihari 27 : a multilayer perceptron with a single hidden layer. Experiments revealed some limitations in classification accuracy for network topologies omitting a hidden layer. Figure 7 shows the basic DCNN utilized for combining Fontclass and Ruleclas2 results. Small experiments with different network topologies (more/less neurons in the hidden layer, no hidden layer, two hidden layers) revealed lower classification accuracy. Like in Lee and Srihari, the network is trained by backpropagation minimizing the mean square error.
A filter is applied to the NN-output to tune the performance, i.e. to achieve a 
DCNN
higher precision by rejecting some input samples. Without such filter-techniques the DCNN would provide an output for every output neuron independently: Since we do not employ a binarization function on the output neurons, a real-valued vector with the highest value indicating the most trustworthy category would be the DCNN output. In some cases with very low values for every category or with equal values for the most trusted categories a reject might be more appropriate than a "vague" decision. Furthermore, the output is transformed into a ranking where the class corresponding to the neuron with the highest activation is ranked first.
An Example
We have chosen an example out of our domain to illustrate the way our components work. Figure 8 shows a German business letter of message-type delivery note.
The emphasized text parts denote some of the keywords and text patterns relevant to our categorization components. In the following, the associated features and the results of the different components are listed. 
Results
To prove the feasibility of our approach, we now present some statistics and compare the results of the individual classifiers to the results gained by applying the whole categorization engine including the voting component. At present, our document sample consists of about 500 business letters kindly made available by the purchasing department of the University of Kaiserslautern. We divided our set of business letters into three different document clusters: The first set (91 documents) was used as the training set for the individual classifiers, i.e., these documents were utilized to learn font attributes of keywords for Fontclass and to extract meaningful words and text patterns for Ruleclas2. The next 176 documents served as the training set for the voting component and the remaining 229 documents made up our test set with which we produced the results shown.
In the related field of information extraction, MUC conferences 28 have established a quasi-standard for the evaluation of text analysis results. In analogy to MUC metrics, we measure our results in recall and precision. Table 1, Table 1 and Table 1 present the results of the single classifiers and of the final voting process.
Looking at the Ruleclas2 results in Table 1 , one can state that results vary widely. There are several reasons for the differing results: Since rule acquisition was partially automated, the rule sets of the different message types do not have the same size. Moreover, the small set of training documents led to missing rules (e.g. there is no rule for the word delivery as evidence for a delivery note). Note that the enrichment of the classification process by text patterns results in an improvement of precision while recall values remain nearly unchanged.
In comparison to the Ruleclas2 results, Fontclass reaches a very high precision but obtains a comparatively low recall (see Table 1 ). This is caused by the fact that a document's title often is not recognized properly (recall) while on the other hand a well-recognized title is a very good indicator for the appropriate message type (precision).
Applying the Voting component on top of these results leads to better results ( Table 1) : The overall recall is improved and the overall precision is only a little lower than the very high one gained with Fontclass. Thus, we can state that Voting is a practical complement of the single classifiers. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new complex approach for the message type classification of scanned German business letters. Different classifiers are combined to gain higher accuracy: A rule-based approach driven by textual features including contextual knowledge and a purely layout-dependent technique are combined in an intelligent way recovering from major drawbacks of each other. While Ruleclas2 runs into precision problems on form-like documents containing little contextual knowledge and lots of references, Fontclass typically achieves its best results on these documents because of the highlighted category keyword. On the other hand, Fontclass is very sensitive to low quality input that causes poor OCR results. In these cases Ruleclas2 gains better results because of its elaborate rulebase relying on different primitive concepts.
By their differing results the two components are ideal candidates for a subsequent voting component combining their results in a way to achieve outstanding results.
Our future work concentrates on several points: At present, the rulebase of Ruleclas2 merely models mutually exclusive classes. The classification results can be improved by introducing subclasses which may contribute to distinct classes or which support exactly one typical appearance of the class (e.g. There is one offer-type in which the offer is printed on the corresponding inquiry form).
Automatic learning of feature weights is a crucial point in Fontclass and will be tackled in future improvements of this approach.
The overall classification process can be improved if we choose our training sets more carefully and if we enlarge the training sets. Especially for the voting component, it is essential that the training set is a true representative for the whole document set. At present, this is not the case since we do not have the same document distribution in the different sets. In order to validate our approach, we intend to enlarge our test set (e.g. including credit notes and reminders).
The application of our categorization tool to a different domain would be a further interesting experiment. However, this domain has to be chosen carefully with respect to typographic features, e.g. entitled texts (c.f. Section 3, Fontclass).
